1. Name of procedure:  
   Coronary Brachytherapy for Cardiology

2. Brief description (20 words) of procedure:  
   The Cardiologist and Radiation Oncologist collaboratively perform an intra-coronary procedure that applies a dose of radiation to the wall of the coronary vessels to reduce the potential of restenosis.

3. Medical subspecialties (if any) to whom privileging should be restricted:  
   Cardiology

4. Location in hospital (department(s) where procedure should be done):  
   Cardiac Diagnostic and Interventional Laboratory-CDIL

5. Recommended training and/or experience to qualify to perform procedure:  
   1. Satisfactory completion of training course and certificate of competence by vendor
   2. Participate in mock procedure
   3. Attend an approved didactic cardiovascular radiation course
   4. Cardiologist to have interventional privileges at KMC

5. Recommended supervision requirements (if any) – include number cases required (see above criteria):  
   3 proctored cases

Recommended: ___________________ Date: ___________________

   Medical Director-CDIL
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